Boeing 737 Family
50 years and still going
Garry Law

Dash 100 first flight 1967

MAX 8

first flight 2016

De Haviland Comet FF 1949

Sud Aviation Caravelle FF 1956

Avro Canada C102 FF 1949

TU-104 FF 1955

Precursors
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707

720

727

Boeing Precursors

BAC 1-11 FF 1963
Dassault Mercure FF 1971

Early Rivals
Short range
C. 100 px
Fokker Fellowship F28 FF 1967

c.f. 737 FF 1967

McDonnell Douglas DC-9 FF 1965

Early Rivals 2
Russian

Tupolev Tu-134 FF 1963

“T” Tails
Just about all the rivals had rear podded engines and “T” tails. (Also
727, Trident and VC10)
Rear engines forced the T tail use
Rear podded engines – less cabin noise, no engine interference with
wing aerodynamics, clean wing for fitting flaps, slats, shorter
undercarriage legs
Easier to use high by-pass, more efficient engines – have greater
diameter
But – T tails subject to deep stall – several prototypes lost in testing
Stability with short moment arm needs greater tail down force and
hence more drag.
Need more fin area because of short moment arm – more surface
area drag
More metal required in fin to carry loads

Boeing 737 Choices

Engine under wing – no T tail
Was a notably light aircraft for its day – beat the T tails for
operating cost per seat mile
Short undercarriage
Classic 737 Models:
Pratt & Whitney JT8D-1 low-bypass ratio turbofan engine,
delivering 14,500 lbf
Closely fitted engine nacelle - lot of air tunnel work but still
high drag
Clam shell thrust reversers
Eventual Problems – Limited engine options, noise certification
failing, nacelle drag, poor reverse thrust and debris lift by
same.

Boeing 737 New Choices
New engine. 1979 started design on new 737–300
• engine in a pod
• lower engine mount drag
• efficient thrust reverser
• get better range and efficiency
• CFM International CFM56 – the engine nobody initially wanted, - with higher bypass and
lots of development potential.
22,000 lbf class

More development

• 1990s NG (Next-Generation) A320 rivals – new wing. -600 to -900 models
• 2010s – MAX series 7, 8, 9, 10 – further engine development of the CFM56 now called
CFM LEAP – quieter, greater efficiency, better thrust – allowed longer (heavier) and / or
longer range.
33,000 lbf – over twice the JT8 original

MAX
NG Models
- 300 CFM
engine

DC9 come MD 95 come Boeing 717
Production ended 2006

Comac ARJ21 (China)

Mitsubishi Regional Jet

Later Rivals, narrow body –
up to 200 px
Bombardier CS100 –
now Airbus A220

Embraer E Jet

British Aerospace BAe146
Production ended 2003

The Great Rivalry: Boeing 737 vs Airbus A320 family
B737

A320

Diameter 3.8 m (ex 727)

More composites – lighter
Diameter 3.95 m

Cockpit

Was traditional – now all glass

All glass from start

Controls

More conservative – Yoke for
pilot

Fly by wire – sidestick control

Engines (now)

CFM LEAP

P&W GTF / CFM LEAP

Wing

25° sweep

25° sweep

Airframe

A320 – me too plus a bit

MAX 7 replacement for the -700, 8 for the -800, 9 for the -900,
10 is a new model.
Only the MAX 8 is or was, in service in numbers, 9 only just.

3500 nmi from Sydney

Airborne 737s
1 PM Tuesday

Airborne A320s
1 PM Tuesday

A320

B737 – “at any given time there are on average 1,250 airborne worldwide.”

Who are the big buyers?
45% of the world’s airline fleet is leased, rather than owned by airlines
Big two:
• AERCAP – Dublin based – Portfolio 1058 owned aircraft, 363 on order
• GECAS - Dublin and Norwalk based – subsidiary of GE Finance - Portfolio 1979 aircraft
These firms are enormously influential - Boeing and Airbus defer to - get very soft terms can dictate engine choices – can shift between models and when delivery is scheduled
with little penalty.
Hence the manufacturers’ announced backlogs of orders are regarded in part as
aspirational.

737

737

Lowered nose

Fin fillet

”Bullet” nose

737 v A320 - telling them apart

Main wheels
un-doored

Minimal
fillet

Manufacture
Hulls in Wichita Kansas
Railed to Washington (State)
Engines part in France & Italy rest US
Other parts outsourced world wide, including China
Sheffield UK, Boeing production line for landing gear
Assembly in Renton, SE of Seattle
Some aircraft finished in China (flown in)
Produce 52 a month, target 63
Build time at Renton 8 days

Accidents will
happen

Personal Story

1988 - flew Aloha Airlines B737 Maui to Kona, on the Big
Island (Hawaii).
Several Days later late afternoon due to fly back from Kona to
Maui – flight delayed – Rumour was that “the top had come
off one of their planes earlier in the day”.
Flight 243 departed from Hilo International Airport (Hawaii
Island) at 13:25 on April 28, 1988
Explosive decompression at 24,000 feet – flight attendant
died, but the plane landed – on one engine - with no further
casualties.
Plane 19 years old, 35,496 flight hours which included over
89,680 flight cycles (2 cycles per flight).
Aloha found wanting in its hull inspection regime.
Were we on the same plane on the flight to Kona?
Was it scheduled to carry us on our return flight?

Why you should keep your seat belt on.

NZ Based Users
NAC / Air New Zealand / Freedom Air -100 -200 -300
Last left fleet in 2015
QANTAS / Jetconnect / Jetstar
ANSET New Zealand
Pacific Blue – reabsorbed into Virgin

Nimrod
DH Comet
Nimrod AEW3 (failed)

Lockheed Electra

Lockheed P3 Orion
Canadair CP-107 Argus
– ex Bristol Britannia

EC-121 Warning Star ex Lockheed
Constellation
The Boeing E-3 Sentry, commonly known
as AWACS, ex Boeing 707.

Military families ex passenger aircraft

Boeing P-8 Poseidon

Boeing C-40 Clipper

Military Family
ex B737
Boeing E-7A Wedgetail RAAF

The Boeing P-8 Poseidon developed for the United States Navy (USN). The aircraft has been
developed by Boeing, modified from the 737-800ERX. The P-8 conducts anti-submarine
warfare (ASW), anti-surface warfare (ASUW), and shipping interdiction, along with an early warning
self-protection (EWSP) ability, otherwise known as electronic support measures (ESM).] This involves
carrying torpedoes, Harpoon anti-ship missiles, and other weapons. It is able to drop and
monitor sonobuoys. It is designed to operate in conjunction with the Northrop Grumman MQ-4C
Triton Broad Area Maritime Surveillance unmanned aerial vehicle.
The P-8 is operated by the U.S. Navy, the Indian Navy and the Royal Australian Air Force. The aircraft
has been ordered by the UK's Royal Air Force, the Royal Norwegian Air Force and the Royal New
Zealand Air Force.
RNZAF order is for 4 - to be delivered 2023 - replace the P3 Orions
NZ $2.3B project cost
Mission duration is less than the Orion but speed to a zone of interest is higher. Has air to air
refuelling capacity – USAF style flying boom, not drogue and probe that RNZAF has used before,
(with RNZAF Hercules as tankers).

737 MAX 8 – what is the problem?

Two have crashed – seemingly with control problems
Aircraft now are highly automated – can take off, fly routes and land with only pilot supervision rather than
control
Critical automation – yaw control*
Convenient automation – auto trim
Stall avoidance: audible warnings, stick shakers, stick pushers, using trim and engine thrust over-ride - new
to MAX
Hydraulic systems and electrical control circuits all duplicated / triplicated so are low risk
B737 still has physical wires to some control surfaces – power assisted – so extra back-up.
Automation depends on sensors – attitude, airspeed, velocity, apparent angle of attack (air), engine thrust
etc.
All the critical sensors are duplicated, but are much more complex than in days of yore
If the sensors are wrong / do not agree then ! Garbage in - garbage out.
Pilots can disconnect automation and hand fly the aircraft with some or none, at their choice.
The duplicated sensors can feed separate displays, if they differ there can be a warning. For AOA these are
optional extras on the MAX.
The pilot and co-pilot have the difficult issue of, recognising the sensor problem and then, deciding which
sensor they believe. Its clear in several recent cases (not just on 737s) that failure to intervene to counter
automation, or poor intervention choices, have lead to crashes.

Duplicated – some with
warning tags while on
ground

Pitot tube (air speed)
Angle of attack indicator
Vane that streams in the wind.

MAX 8 Crashes - Lion Air Indonesia

“In the initial stages of the investigation, it was found that there is a potential for repeated automatic nose-down
trim commands of the horizontal stabilizer when the flight control system on a Boeing 737 MAX aircraft receives
an erroneously high single AOA sensor input. Such a specific condition could among others potentially result in the
stick shaker activating on the affected side and IAS, ALT and/or AOA DISAGREE alerts.” (Airspeed, altitude and
angle of attack)
“The logic behind the automatic nose down trim lies in the aircraft's MCAS (Manoeuvring Characteristics
Augmentation System) that was introduced by Boeing on the MAX series aircraft. This feature was added to
prevent the aircraft from entering a stall under specific conditions.”
The crash aircraft did NOT have the optional extras of AOA display and AOA sensor disagreement warning light
The crash aircraft had a similar excursion from normal flight the previous day.
Another pilot riding in the jump seat intervened to help with the diagnosis and the pilots disabled the automatic
controls.
The fault was reported and supposedly fixed.
The final report on the crash has not yet been completed.

Lion Air Indonesia MAX 8 – cont.

On November 6, 2018, Boeing issued an Operations Manual Bulletin (OMB) directing operators to existing
flight crew procedures to address circumstances where there is erroneous input from an AOA sensor.
On November 7, the FAA issued an emergency Airworthiness Directive requiring "revising certificate
limitations and operating procedures of the airplane flight manual (AFM) to provide the flight crew with
runaway horizontal stabilizer trim procedures to follow under certain conditions.”

Ethiopian Airlines MAX 8 crash
Media reports say the investigators have found that the stall avoidance system was engaged.
Post the crash, MAX 8s grounded, eventually by FAA.
Boeing are revising MCAS software for reinstallation in MAX 8s, reportedly to deal with sensor disagreement
and MCAS re-engagement after being disabled.

Grounded- Victorville CA, Mojave Desert –
Southwest has 34 MAX 8s 28 of here.

Other Factors?
The FAA moved to a much larger degree of self-certification during the
time the MAX 8 was being certified. Some commentators are
questioning this.
President Trump left the position of an permanent administrator of
FAA vacant for much of 2018 – there was an acting appointee. Of
course some of the media are quick to ……………………………….

But not for the 737 • No doubt the software / pilot training problem will be fixed
• Will its current problems worsen its sales position versus the
A320?
• Will it be the first jet airliner model still flying a century after
its first flight?

